translations sometimes requires the reader to cope with unfamiliar words like "dominie" and "fuglewoman" (17) . Epigraphs unaccountably differ from the texts they are said to be quoting (compare 224 with 66-67, 292 with 296). And some readers may find the final destination a little disappointing. After all, as Eidinow notes, Michael Jameson identified these "dangerous women" and their perceived threat to Athenian democracy twenty years ago, and Eidinow's claim is only to "build on his initial arguments in a slightly different direction" (312). Nor does that different direction necessarily lead where Eidinow thinks. At almost every stage of the journey, Eidinow is careful to discuss alternative routes suggested by the many biological, psychological, and other studies she summarizes (honesty is another of the book's virtues). Her presentation is possible and plausible-but perhaps not probable enough to build anything further on it. But everyone will benefit from some of the stops along the way, whether long, like the essay on phthonos in Pindar (103-24), or short. For a brief visit (suitable for day-trippers), I recommend the introduction to conceptual metaphor theory and its marvelous unpacking of the image of the Grim Reaper (244-46). A "performance history" of plays for which the first chapter of that history is unknowable seems like a perverse proposition, but Slaney brings it off, at times brilliantly. She clearly favors the suggestion that Seneca's scripts were originally performed as tragoedia saltata, declamatory recitation or singing accompanied by pantomime. She expends no energy arguing the point historically, however (she doesn't mention it until fairly late), but concentrates on the disposition of voice and body such performance would imply, one which "uncouples the figures who are (verbally) represented from the body of the actor performing them" (21). From that uncoupling derives an inclusive dramatic aesthetic that Slaney analyses into nine interrelated manifestations, which the ancient scripts only partly explore (metatheatricality, for instance, is only passingly evident in them); in an adroit distinction, the originals are "Senecan" in that they were written by Seneca, but the aesthetic "senecan" in a more open sense, extending beyond revivals and imitations and interacting over time with changing conventions of theatrical practice. The result is a strong narrative line whereby European theater explores, backs away from, and then-excitingly but unevenly-rediscovers the potential of senecan dramaturgy. Enlightened discussions of Kleist's Penthesilea (actually recited with pantomime in one nineteenth-century performance) and Shelley's The Cenci are good enough to make much of the point. But Slaney's conceptualization of her topic also makes senecan dramaturgy relevant to the history of European theater even when it is not being practiced: a path European theater is deliberately not taking, a sinister double (occasionally vehemently denounced, as by Schlegel) to an evolving notion of the pièce bien faite, but always there, ready to return in the theatrical experimentation of the twentieth century.
MARK GOLDEN
Four chapters cover well-traveled territory (Tamburlaine, The Spanish Tragedy), though there also are striking novelties. The importance of Neo-Latin drama widely performed in the universities and some vernacular descendants of it (Robert Garnier) is widely recognized but has attracted little interest; for Slaney this strain is central and receives innovatively sympathetic attention. The originality of her general argument comes fully into the light when the fading of Seneca's reputation is seen as part of a larger "repression" of senecan possibilities; a virtuoso chapter presents Racine's Phèdre as shaped on several levels precisely by that repression. Chapters on later, more thorough "repression" focus on works that, though intended for the stage, had increasing difficulty making it there. The Cenci is eventually taken up by none other than Antonin Artaud for performance; he repeatedly cites Seneca as an important precedent for his Theatre of Cruelty. Slaney follows through on this advocacy more thoroughly than anyone else, with a careful look at what can be reconstructed about Artaud's Cenci and at the line of descent through Artaud's disciples. But she does not make it more of a triumphant return than it actually is. Of Artaud's Cenci: "If there was any point at which Seneca was to have been revived as a major player in the development of twentieth-century tragedy, it would have been this" (241). But the production (Artaud's last) was a failure, partly for contingent reasons, but also because of Artaud's conception of the theater: "Artaud . . . mistrusted language altogether," and in so doing "lost touch with the senecan aesthetic and its rhetorical deployment of the spoken word" (242). Later efforts make more use of the text, but in being more "Senecan" are actually less "senecan"; Caryl Churchill's Thyestes "is deliberately flattened and compressed into a commonplace, informal register" (277). Slaney's intelligent asperity continues in a tart conclusion, where she rejects the kind of gesture ("many of Seneca's central themes seem particularly urgent and relevant in the current political and social climate") with which discussions like this often end. The Senecan "hell on earth" is not to be so glibly invoked: "Some day, a relevant climate may indeed come round again, but that prospect is one to make a reader of Senecan tragedy shudder and pause" (279). A rude move, but I think she's earned it. In the introduction (1-16) the author sets up the straw man that she pulverizes in the following five chapters: Alfred Merlin's L'Aventin dans l'antiquité (Paris 1906) , in which he maintained that the ancient Aventine was the plebeian district par excellence.
GORDON BRADEN
Chapter 1 (17-47) concerns the three secessions of the plebs in the much later historical tradition. Mignone makes the obvious points that the first
